HARDI
Understanding how the brain matures in healthy individuals is critical for evaluating deviations from normal 25 development in psychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders. The brain's anatomical networks are pro-26 foundly re-modeled between childhood and adulthood, and diffusion tractography offers unprecedented 27 power to reconstruct these networks and neural pathways in vivo. Here we tracked changes in structural con-28 nectivity and network efficiency in 439 right-handed individuals aged 12 to 30 (211 female/126 male adults, 29 mean age = 23.6, SD = 2.19; 31 female/24 male 12 year olds, mean age = 12.3, SD = 0.18; and 25 female/22 30 male 16 year olds, mean age = 16.2, SD = 0.37). All participants were scanned with high angular resolution 31 diffusion imaging (HARDI) at 4 T. After we performed whole brain tractography, 70 cortical gyral-based 32 regions of interest were extracted from each participant's co-registered anatomical scans. The degree of 33 fiber connections between all pairs of cortical regions, or nodes, was found to create symmetric fiber density 34 matrices, reflecting the structural brain network. From those 70 × 70 matrices we computed graph theory 35 metrics characterizing structural connectivity. Several key global and nodal metrics changed across develop-36 ment, showing increased network integration, with some connections pruned and others strengthened. The 37 increases and decreases in fiber density, however, were not distributed proportionally across the brain. The 38 frontal cortex had a disproportionate number of decreases in fiber density while the temporal cortex had a 39 disproportionate number of increases in fiber density. This large-scale analysis of the developing structural 40 connectome offers a foundation to develop statistical criteria for aberrant brain connectivity as the human 41 brain matures.
Introduction

48
The human brain changes profoundly, both functionally and struc-49 turally, between childhood and adulthood (Dosenbach et al., 2010;  50 Gogtay et al., 2004; Lenroot et al., 2007; Shaw et al., 2008; Sowell et 51 al., 2003) . Following the massive growth in the number of synapses 52 after birth, anatomical studies show a decline in synaptic density, as 53 short-range connections are pruned in favor of long-range ones 54 (Huttenlocher, 1979 (Huttenlocher, , 1990 . Studies of structural connectivity using 55 diffusion imaging show that the fractional anisotropy of water along 56 white matter tracts -an index of myelination and axonal coherence -57 increases in childhood, plateaus in adulthood, and declines in old age 58 (Kochunov et al., 2010) . Studies of functional connectivity have cluding the principal eigenvector, have converged (Zhan et al., 2008, 163 2009b,c). The connectivity matrix has been found to depend more on 164 the voxel size than the number of gradients, and the voxel size was kept 165 the same in the adolescents. Scan time for the 105-gradient HARDI scan 166 was 14.2 min. Scan time for the 77-gradient HARDI scan was 10.8 min.
167
Cortical extraction and HARDI tractography
168
Connectivity analysis was performed exactly as in Jahanshad et al. 169 (2011) . Briefly, non-brain regions were automatically removed from 170 each T1-weighted MRI scan using ROBEX (JE Iglesias, TMI 2011) , and 171 from a T2-weighted image from the DWI set, using the FSL tool "BET"
172
(FMRIB Software Library, http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). Intracranial vol-173 ume estimates were obtained from the full brain mask, and included 174 cerebral, cerebellar, and brain stem regions. All T1-weighted images 175 were linearly aligned using FSL (with 9 DOF) to a common space 176 (Holmes et al., 1998) with 1 mm isotropic voxels and a 220 × 220 × 177 220 voxel matrix. Raw diffusion-weighted images were corrected for 178 eddy current distortions using the FSL tool, "eddy_correct". For each 179 subject, the 11 eddy-corrected images with no diffusion sensitization 180 were averaged, linearly aligned and resampled to a downsampled ver-181 sion of their corresponding T1 image (110× 110 × 110, 2 × 2 × 2 mm).
182
Averaged b 0 maps were elastically registered to the structural scan 183 using a mutual information cost function (Leow et al., 2005) by the software, the resulting T1-weighted images and cortical 
211
For each subject, a full 70 × 70 connectivity matrix was created.
212
Each element described the proportion of the total number of fibers
213
connecting each of the labels; diagonal elements of the matrix de-
214
scribe the total number of fibers passing through a certain cortical re-215 gion of interest. These values were calculated as a proportion -they
216
were normalized to the total number of fibers traced for each person 217 in the study -so that results were not skewed by raw fiber count.
218
Graph theory analyses
219
On the 70 × 70 matrices generated above, we used the Brain Con-220 nectivity Toolbox (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010 as that range is biologically plausible (Sporns, 2011) and more stable 273 (Dennis et al., 2012a 
Graph theory metrics of structural brain connectivity are few Yan et al., 310 2011) . From these few studies we expected females to have higher Table 2 . We also found a borderline 319 significant sex effect (it did not survive multiple comparison correction 
Q2
Slopes taken from b values from Eq. (2) results, no linear trendline is included for modularity (whole brain), as that analysis was not significant. Table 3 t3:1 t3:2 Effects of age and age 2 , both modeled together (Eq. (1)) and just age (Eq. (2)) on global cont3:3 nectivity metrics for the left hemisphere. FDR corrected as described for (2)), age showed effects on several nodal measures (Table 6 ).
362
Results are FDR corrected for multiple comparisons within model across 363 all nodes and across all four metrics tested (q = 0.05). Details of how the 364 significant changes break down by lobe can be found in Table 7 . Fig. 2 365 summarizes the developmental results, showing the differences in 
paths between groups and the differences in degree at certain nodes. we tested only those where at least 5% of subjects had a connection, Fig. 3 . Still images from Supplementary Video 1 and Supplementary Video 2 displaying the increases and decreases in degree and fiber density between age 12 and age 30. While we lack scan data for some parts of this age range, we used the regression coefficients from our analysis to estimate network metrics at each year. Fig. 2 . Image depicting developmental effects, comparing children (12 and 16 year olds) to adults (20-30 year olds). The diameter of each node is inversely proportional to the p-value for the degree analyses -large diameter means node was significantly different in degree between children and adults. Non-significant nodes are colored black. Nodes numbered in blue increase in degree with age, while those numbered with red decrease in degree with age. Blue connections are those that changed with age, corresponding to significant boxes in Fig. 3 . For this image we looked only at connections present in at least 95% of subjects. Author NJ is the creator of this image. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) are increasing to a lesser degree than the average. Cross-hemisphere connections
426
Of the 213 connections that survived FDR correction above, 9 were 427 interhemispheric connections. We decided to further examine cross- precuneus. All of these increased in fiber density with age (Fig. 6) . Fig. 4 . P map of age effects, when modeled alone (Eq. (2)), with 70 × 70 fiber density matrix from which graph theory metrics were calculated. Colors correspond to strength of p value as indicated by color bar. Gray boxes were not tested as those connections were not present. For the top p map connections that were present in at least 5% of subjects were tested, for the bottom p map, connections that were present in at least 95% of subjects were tested. Black boxes were tested but not significant. FDR corrected (q b 0.05). See Table 6 for region key. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Table 8 t8:1 t8:2 List of 10 most significant age-related increases and 10 most significant age-related det8:3 creases in proportional fiber density when age is examined alone. When only one ret8:4 gion is listed, an age-related increase or decrease in the proportion of fibers going t8:5 through that node was found. 
Sex differences
438
In addition to the sex differences found above, there were also a 439 few differences in nodal measures of EREG and degree. While few,
440
these results do fit with previous ones from Gong et al. (2009) .
441
These are shown in Table 8 hemispheres, and for specific nodes. These age effects were also seen 455 in the connectivity matrices that served as the basis to compute the 456 graph theory metrics, with significant age effects on fiber density. We 457 also found significant sex differences in a few nodal measures.
458
For the whole-brain graph theory measures, we found significant 459 effects of decreasing path length, clustering, small-worldness, and 460 modularity with age, and all of these plateaued in early adulthood.
461
Changes in "small-worldness" reflect a network property that itself de-462 pends on changes in either normalized clustering coefficient (gamma),
463
normalized path length (lambda), or the ratio between those two. In
464
our results it appears that it was the ratio between these two that 465 changed, as gamma decreased at a faster rate than did lambda. These cence is marked by parallel decreases in gray matter density, due in 473 part to synaptic pruning (Gogtay et al., 2004) , and increases in intra-474 cortical myelination through young adulthood (Giedd et al., 1999) . As (Fig. 5) . . The color of each connection is proportional to the average fiber density within group with red signifying the thickest connections and blue the thinnest connections; the color of the node is proportional to the average degree of that node within group. For this image we looked only at connections present in at least 95% of subjects. Author NJ is the creator of this image. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
In the left hemisphere analyses, we found linear effects of increasing to the network as a whole; this may point to different developmental 489 processes occurring within each hemisphere (Paus et al., 1999; 490 Scheibel et al., 1985; Shaw et al., 2009; Sowell et al., 2003 ). It appears 491 that these results are driven by asymmetries in the adults for global 492 efficiency and modularity, as both were higher in the left hemisphere 493 than the right for adults, but roughly the same for the 12 year olds.
494
Trends for the clustering coefficient may also be due to anatomical 495 asymmetries for both age groups. Recent work from our laboratory 496 studied asymmetry of these measures in the same sample, finding 497 greater small-worldness in the right hemisphere (Daianu et al., 2012) .
498
Our results are contrary to those of Iturria-Medina et al. (2011) , who 499 found greater global efficiency in the right hemisphere, but these 500 were from a relatively small sample of 11 subjects, and our sample is 501 over 40 times larger. One possible explanation is the consistent finding 502 of right/left asymmetry in overall cerebral hemispheric volume, with 503 the right hemisphere being larger on average (Bilder et al., 1994; 504 Giedd et al., 1996) . The asymmetry of the many structural and function-505 al features of the brain has long been noted (Hellige, 1993; Toga and 506 Thompson, 2003) , with researchers finding asymmetry in FA (Büchel 507 et al., 2004) and regional volumes (Good et al., 2001) , as well as finding 508 that the level of asymmetry in fiber integrity was heritable (Jahanshad 509 et al., 2010) .
510
For the nodal analyses, we found many linear and non-linear age tex showing an age effect, more increased in degree than decreased.
527
Similarly, we found roughly equal increases and decreases in regional (2)), with 35×35 interhemispheric fiber density matrix. Colors correspond to strength of p value as indicated by color bar. Blue highlighting on regions indicate significance. Gray boxes were not tested as those connections were not present. Black boxes were tested but not significant. FDR corrected (qb 0.05). See Table 6 for region key. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
efficiency with age, but there were more frontal nodes that decreased 529 in efficiency than increased, and more temporal nodes that increased 530 in efficiency than decreased. This may be a manifestation of the more 531 protracted developmental trajectory of the frontal lobe compared to 532 other lobes (Gogtay et al., 2004) , or it may point to different processes 533 occurring in different regions of the brain. A few of these nodes also 534 had significant age 2 terms that fit in the opposite direction, suggesting 535 that these age effects plateaued in early adulthood. Gong et al. (2009) 536 also reported more increases in regional efficiency in the temporal cor-537 tex with age, but they were examining a different age range (19-85).
538
Regional efficiency is a nodal measure related to global efficiency, com-539 puted on node neighborhoods (Table 9  Q16 ). volumes that include white matter as well (Gogtay et al., 2004; 568 Sowell et al., 2003) . Giedd et al. (1999) found that the temporal 569 cortex tended to achieve its peak for both gray and white matter 570 volume at a later age than other lobar brain regions. Sowell et al.
571
( 2003) found that gray matter density (GMD) in the superior frontal 572 sulcus steadily declined from age 7 on, but it increased in the superior 573 temporal sulcus until age 30, after which it steadily declined. They 574 found this same inverted U-shaped trajectory for a number of temporal 575 regions, but the frontal regions all showed a steady decline in GMD 576 from age 7 on. These findings were supported by similar results from 577 a previous study (Sowell et al., 2002a) . Several processes are active 578 throughout development, and if they occur at different rates across 579 the cortex, they could lead to these different trajectories and patterns 580 of differences. Huttenlocher (1979 Huttenlocher ( , 1990 found different rates of syn-581 aptic pruning across the cortex. Additionally, continuing myelination 582 (Bartzokis, 2004; Bartzokis et al., 2010) , and the addition of new 583 neurons (reviewed by Gould, 2007) (Kimura, 2000) , a number of previous studies 608 have noted proportionally larger temporal lobes in females than in 609 males (Harasty et al., 1997; Sowell et al., 2002b; Luders et al., 2009) 
610
with thicker cortices (Sowell et al., 2007) , possibly contributing to 611 this effect on degree and efficiency. Gong et al. (2009) , found greater influenced (Jahanshad et al., 2011; Jahanshad et al., 2012) ; it was one 638 of the atlases used by Hagmann et al. (2010) . 
